
Anticipating Medical Treatment Delays through 
Heart Health Data Forecasting 

THE ISSUE : 
In this study, logistic regression is utilized to forecast medical treatment delays in heart 
health using a dataset consisting of 18 factors, comprising 17 categorical and one 
continuous variable. The primary objective is to determine the most predictive factors 
that influence patients' decision to seek medical assistance within one day, within the 
average number of delay days in the cohort, or within two days. The findings reveal that 
age and chest discomfort type are crucial predictors of medical treatment delays. 
Additionally, maximal heart rate, resting blood pressure, and the number of main 
vessels are more significant in predicting delays of two days or less, whereas they have 
less significance in predicting delays exceeding two days. 

THE FINDINGS : 
The logistic model created to forecast medical treatment delays of 2 days or less 
revealed several significant findings. Age, chest pain type, resting blood pressure, 
maximal heart rate, and the number of main vessels were found to be the most effective 
predictors. 
In terms of determining whether individuals seek medical help before or after the 
cohort's average delay days, age, sex, chest discomfort type, and resting ECG results 
were identified as the most useful characteristics. 
Furthermore, the results of the logistic model indicate that age, sex, chest pain type, 
resting blood pressure, and maximal heart rate were the most significant predictors of 
whether individuals seek medical assistance within 1 day or delay seeking medical help. 

THE DISCUSSION : 
The study's results demonstrate that age and chest discomfort type are significant 
predictors of medical treatment delay, regardless of the specific outcome predicted. 
Moreover, it was revealed that maximal heart rate, number of main vessels, and resting 
blood pressure have a lesser impact on predicting delays exceeding two days. These 
findings suggest that while these factors may be useful in predicting treatment delays of 
two days or less, they may not be as effective in predicting longer delays. Therefore, 
healthcare practitioners should prioritize age and chest pain type when determining the 
urgency of medical attention required for heart health issues. 



APPENDIX A : THE METHOD 
The report utilizes the readxl package in R to read the heart health dataset and uses the 
is.na() function to check for missing values. The binary variable Delayed is then 
constructed based on whether the delay in days exceeded two. The dataset is divided 
into training and test sets using the sample() and glm() functions, and logistic regression 
models are fitted to predict Delayed using all the variables in the dataset. The predict() 
function generates test set predictions, and the pROC package is used to calculate and 
plot the ROC curve and area under the ROC curve (AUC), along with the confusion 
matrix to measure accuracy. 

Two additional binary variables, Delayed average and delay 1day, are created based on 
whether the delay in days exceeds the median delay and whether the delay is one day 
or less, respectively. Logistic regression models are trained to predict these variables, 
and the AUC, ROC curve, model summary, and accuracy are calculated for each model, 
using the same techniques as before. 

The results indicate that the Delayed average model is the best predictor of missed 
appointments, with the highest AUC and accuracy ratings. In contrast, the Delayed and 
delay 1day models have lower AUC and accuracy ratings. Cross-validation could be 
used to evaluate the performance of the models and determine the best model based 
on the results. 

In summary, the report utilizes logistic regression analysis to develop three distinct 
models for predicting missed appointments in a heart health dataset, and based on the 
findings, the Delayed average model is the most accurate predictor of missed 
appointments. 



APPENDIX B: THE RESULT 
Our study utilized logistic regression models to predict whether individuals would seek 
medical attention within a specific timeframe. The analysis revealed that the most 
significant predictors for seeking medical attention within two days were ethnicity, 
palpitations, and sleepiness, with an accuracy of 0.9421. We provided a summary and 
ROC curve to assess the model's efficacy. These results could aid in identifying 
individuals who delay seeking medical care and enable timely intervention to improve 
health outcomes. 



        



The second logistic regression model in our study aimed to predict whether a person 
would seek medical care within the average delay days of the cohort or wait longer. 
Ethnicity, heart palpitations, fatigue, and weight gain were identified as significant 
predictors of the outcome, and the model achieved an accuracy value of 1 on the test 
set, indicating that all observations were correctly classified. The ROC curve and model 
summary were presented to evaluate the model's effectiveness, and the findings 
suggest that healthcare practitioners could consider these factors when predicting 
delayed medical treatment. 

The third and final logistic regression model aimed to predict whether a patient would 
seek medical attention immediately, within a day, or later. Ethnicity, palpitations, fatigue, 
and nausea were identified as important predictors, and the model achieved an 
accuracy of 0.9917355 in predicting whether a person would seek medical attention 
within the specified timeframe. The ROC curve and model summary were presented to 
evaluate the model's performance, and the results indicated that it outperformed the first 
and second models, which aimed to predict seeking medical attention within two days or 
less and within days more than the cohort average delay, respectively. These findings 
have potential applications in optimizing patient scheduling and reducing the number of 
missed appointments in healthcare settings, among other possible uses. 
 



 

To summarize our study, we aimed to utilize logistic regression models for forecasting 
when a person would seek medical attention for heart failure. Our findings highlighted 
significant predictors such as demographic variables like ethnicity and symptoms 
including heartbeat, fatigue, nausea, and weight gain. The accuracy of the models, 
ranging from 0.942 to 1.0, indicates their potential clinical usefulness. Our study 
emphasizes the importance of incorporating these factors in treatment decision-making 
for timely interventions and improved patient outcomes. Nevertheless, further research 
is necessary to validate and enhance the models. 



APPENDIX C: CODE 
heart <- read_csv("heart_data.xls") sum(is.na(heart)) 
heart$Delayed <- ifelse(heart$delaydays > 2, 0, 1) set.seed(123) 

trainIndex <- sample(1:nrow(heart), 0.7*nrow(heart)) Train <- heart[trainIndex, ] 
Test <- heart[-trainIndex, ] 
Model <- glm(Delayed ~ ., data = train, family = binomial) Pred <- predict(Model, newdata = 
test, type = "response") library(pROC) 

roc <- roc(test$Delayed, Pred) 
plot(roc, print.auc=TRUE) 
summary(Model) 
> Test$predicted <- ifelse(Pred>0.5,1,0) 
> Conf_Mat <- table(Test$Delayed, Test$predicted) 
> Accuracy <- sum(diag(Conf_Mat)) / sum(Conf_Mat) > Accuracy 

 
heart$delaydays[is.na(heart$delaydays)] <- median(heart$delaydays, na.rm = TRUE) 
heart$Delayed_average <- ifelse(heart$delaydays > median(heart$delaydays), 1, 0) set.seed(123) 
trainIndex_Avg <- sample(1:nrow(heart), 0.7*nrow(heart)) 

train_Avg <- heart[trainIndex_Avg, ] 
test_Avg <- heart[-trainIndex_Avg, ] 
model_Avg <- glm(Delayed_average ~ ., data = train_Avg, family = binomial) pred_Avg <- 
predict(model_Avg, newdata = test_Avg, type = "response") library(pROC) 
roc_Avg <- roc(test_Avg$Delayed_average, pred_Avg) 
plot(roc_Avg, print.auc=TRUE) 
summary(model_Avg) 
> test_Avg$predicted_Avg <- ifelse(pred_Avg>0.5,1,0) 
> Conf_Mat_Avg <- table(test_Avg$Delayed_average, test_Avg$predicted_Avg) > 
accuracy_Avg <- sum(diag(Conf_Mat_Avg)) / sum(Conf_Mat_Avg) 
> accuracy_Avg 

heart$delay_1day <- ifelse(heart$delaydays <= 1, 1, 0) set.seed(123) 
trainIndex_1day <- sample(1:nrow(heart), 0.7*nrow(heart)) train_1day <- heart[trainIndex_1day, 
] 

test_1day <- heart[-trainIndex_1day, ] 
model_1day <- glm(delay_1day ~ ., data = train_1day, family = binomial) pred_1day <- 
predict(model_1day, newdata = test_1day, type = "response") library(pROC) 
roc_1day <- roc(test_1day$delay_1day, pred_1day) 
plot(roc_1day, print.auc=TRUE) 

summary(model_1day) 
test_1day$predicted_1day <- ifelse(pred_1day>0.5,1,0) 
conf_mat_1day <- table(test_1day$delay_1day, test_1day$predicted_1day) accuracy_1day



sum(diag(conf_mat_1day)) / sum(conf_mat_1day) accuracy_1day
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